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THE STORY
OF LOIS LANE
BY TE RRY M OT E

The new mural that graces the back
wall of the Trocadero Restaurant on
Barton St E reflects an interesting
history, along with an important
message. Maria Pantalone, a remarkable
woman born in Pretoro, Italy, and
raised in Canada, converted her family
home into a restaurant and launched
a new business. On opening day the
diners poured in, the conversation was
lively and animated, the atmosphere
was energetic, and the appetites were so
huge that Maria ran out of food! She
was far too busy to know the reason for
the shared celebration, but she found
out later in the evening. It was D-Day,
June 6, 1944.
Maria and her four daughters
lovingly prepared the recipes perfected
by friends and family. They served
a multitude of guests including
opera singer Maria Pellegrini and
comedian Jimmy Durante, all of the
local politicians and dignitaries, and
a collection of loyal customers who
returned again and again for tasty
delights. Over the years, the restaurant
expanded to include the Trevi Room,
complete with fountain.
Maria’s son, Tony, born in Ottawa,
had returned from his station with the
Canadian Armed Forces and joined
the rest of the family at “the Troc”. He
had already discovered pizza in Buffalo,
New York and other American cities,
and decided to introduce the tasty dish
to Hamilton. He loved to sing opera,
and frequently entertained customers
with an aria or two. He also enjoyed the
many young children who visited the
restaurant with their families, and he
even kept a supply of ice cream cones in
the back kitchen for free treats. Later,
Tony lived in the apartment upstairs,
where he enjoyed painting. His artwork
still hangs on the wall behind each
booth to this day.
In the new mural at the Trocadero,
local artist Dave Willekes has captured
the story perfectly: from the pizzatossing to the ice cream cones, the
red and white tablecloths, the soldier
returning to a warm embrace, and
the little girl with the ringlets. Real
superheroes aren’t clad in comic
book spandex, they are the people
who protected each other, took risks,
nurtured children, and fought for

freedom. They weren’t born with
superpowers, but they had them
nonetheless.
Maria’s granddaughter Lois
Pantalone now owns the Trocadero,
the oldest restaurant in Hamilton.
For Lois, this is a labour of love. She’s
been tidying the laneway behind the
restaurant for decades, and continues
to provide authentic and delicious
meals to loyal customers. So, naming
the laneway was easy and inevitable: it
had to be Lois Lane. Maria would be
proud.
Terry Mote is a Sherman Hub resident and
community volunteer.

A Green Venture initiative generously
funded by the Hamilton Future Fund in
collaboration with Beautiful Alleys.
Mural Artists: Dave Willekes and Stephan
Hossback. Photo Credit: Eihab Boraie
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It’s Good to be with Friends
BY SA RA H T UC K

“It’s good to be with friends.” With
a smile on his face and that signature
sparkle in his eyes, those were the
words Kevin shared with us as we
gathered to celebrate his birthday at
Sherman House in August. As some of
you may know, Kevin had been facing
some health issues and had been in
the hospital for over a month. His
presence has been greatly missed in
the community, and although he had
regular visitors in the hospital, that
evening was the first time that Kevin
was able to be out of the hospital and
surrounded by all of his friends at
once. The celebration was simple and
beautiful; we had cake, we sang and
laughed, and we each took a moment
to appreciate our friend Kevin as we
passed around the candle. When the
last words had been spoken, we gave
the candle to Kevin and asked if he had
any thoughts he wanted to share with
the community. His reply, while simple,
captured for me the gift of L’Arche
and instilled in me a deep sense of
gratitude.
A couple of months ago, I was
reading about water scarcity. Water
is an interesting commodity because
although it is essential to life, and
therefore inherently valuable to all of
us, it is often abundant and accessible,
and hence has been historically
undervalued.
In L’Arche, we are called to live

simple lives. We’re also called to be in
mutual relationships together, and to
live joyfully, to trust and to grow. Just
like water, these elements are essential
to our well-being…to our humanity …

members in L’Arche as my teachers.
Their friendships are a reminder of
where my priorities are and where,
perhaps, they should be. For instance,
watching Mary dance in the middle of a

but are often undervalued because
they seem relatively easy to obtain.
These values though, are not always
easy to uphold! In today’s complex
society, filled with all kinds of social
expectations, financial obligations,
technological distractions, etc, can
you really say that it is easy to live
simply, love wholeheartedly, and laugh
unabashedly? If your answer is no,
don’t feel bad, you’re not alone.
I feel fortunate to have the core

crowded barbecue I learn about letting
go of what people think. I think of the
way that Laurence embraces her own
creativity, of the way Brian teaches me
how to rest, and Alice teaches me how
to play, how Kevin teaches me about
faith, and how Steven teaches me about
joy. I cannot even begin to explain
to you the countless ways in which
members teach and inspire me every
day.
To live out the vision of L’Arche

takes a contribution by each of us,
and it is not always easy. We rely on
assistants to create homes that are safe,
healthy, and active. We need volunteers
to help us carry out day-to- day tasks
that seem to be too much at times. We
count on friends to comfort us, pray
for us, laugh with us and dream with
us. We rely on generous donations
to help us afford to live out our
mission, a leadership team and board
which manage these and commit to
helping guide the community, and of
course, we count on core members
who continuously open their hearts
and homes to welcome new people.
Although it sometimes feels like we are
asked to give a lot to reach the ideals
we strive for, especially when money is
tight and the days seem too short, we
really give up so little when compared
to the life-changing nature of the gifts
we receive. In an ever complicated
world, sometimes, it’s just “good to be
with friends”.
With heavy hearts, we share that
Kevin passed away on September 22,
2017. He was an amazing friend, not to
mention one of the founders of L'Arche
Hamilton, and a definite community
builder. We will miss you, Kevin.
Sarah Tuck is the Homes Coordinator at
L’Arche Hamilton

Be a part
of the
community.
find out about
all our fantastic
programs...
www.harrrp.ca
7 0 5 m a i n S t r e e t e a S t (at St. clair avenue)

MPP Hamilton Centre
20 Hughson St., S., Suite 200,
Hamilton ON L8N 2A1
Tel: 905-544-9644
Fax: 905-544-5152
ahorwath-co@ndp.on.ca

BOKSTEIN PERSONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
Andrea ad artwork dec 15.indd 1

12/15/10 10:17:23 AM

bill_bokstein@hotmail.com | 905-515-1836
Fully insured comprehensive in home care in the Sherman HUB and Hamilton Area. In Home Respite Care
both during day and overnight. Experienced with all health issues including Dementia, Parkinson’s, MVA and
many more. Assistance with all Daily Living needs including transportation, shopping, business transactions etc.
Supplementary care in Long Term Care (socialization, exercise, music therapy or hatever client enjoys). Travel
Personal Injury Lawyers.

B.P.S.S was founded after changing my career after 25 years in I.T. When my own
Parents needed support and I saw what was available I decided that I could do
better. I am committed to providing the very best care for my clients---give me a
call or email me and we can setup an appointment where we can review your
family’s needs.
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WORKING TOGETHER - HDLC

A PRESCRIPTION
FOR ALL
CANADIANS
BY A N T HO N Y MA R CO
Being Canadian means that if you
get sick you can get treated, regardless
of where you live or how much you
make. Or at least it should be that
way. The problem is that we have a
massive gap in our public health care
system when it comes to prescription
drug coverage – a gap that’s left 3.5
million Canadians unable to afford the
medications they need. Even if you’re
not directly affected, you probably
know someone who is.
Nobody should be forced to choose
between paying for groceries and
paying for their prescriptions. But
here in Ontario, 1 in 4 people are
forced to split their pills or skip days
because their prescriptions are just too
expensive. Unfortunately, the situation
is very similar all across Canada.
That’s why Canada’s unions are
emphasizing a renewed push for a
universal prescription drug plan that
covers all Canadians. It’s part of our
legacy. Unions were there in 1962 to
support the establishment of public
health care under Tommy Douglas in
Saskatchewan. We were there in 1966
when Medicare went national. And
ever since then we’ve been pushing, not
just for better health insurance coverage
for our members, but better public
coverage for everyone.
Today, about 8.4 million working
Canadians don’t have prescription
drug coverage. Younger workers and
women are most affected because
they’re more likely to work part-time,
low-wage, or precarious jobs. But even
Canadians who have coverage through
work are paying more and more out of
pocket, because of ever-increasing copayments and deductibles. A universal
prescription drug plan means making
the playing field even for all workers.
It’s time for Canada to catch up

with countries like New Zealand, where
a public authority negotiates drug
prices on behalf of the entire country.
There, a year’s supply of the anticholesterol drug Lipitor costs just $15
a year. In Canada? $811. Canada is the
only developed country with a public
health care plan that doesn’t include
prescription drug coverage.
An annual investment of $1 billion
by the federal government will mean
that Canadians save $7.3 billion a
year on the medications they need. By
combining the purchasing power of all
Canadians under one plan, we can save
money and keep all Canadians healthy.
This isn’t a controversial idea:
a 2015 Angus Reid poll found 91
percent of Canadians believe our
public health care system should
include a universal prescription drug
plan. Several national health care
commissions have recommended the
same, along with the Canadian Medical
Association, Canadian Federation of
Nurses Unions, Canadian Doctors for
Medicare, the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, and many more.
The unions of the Hamilton and
District Labour Council (HDLC) are
committing to making this crucial issue
our priority too. Workers and their
unions have united with health care
advocates to launch our campaign for
universal prescription drug coverage
under the banner “Pharmacare: A Plan
for Everyone.” We hope you’ll join us
at www.aplanforeveryone.ca.
You can find out more about the
HDLC at www.hamiltonlabour.ca,
facebook.com/hamiltonlabour, or @
hamiltonlabour on Twitter.

The Sherman Hub News is a volunteer-run bi-monthly publication
of the Sherman Community Group.
It is delivered door-to-door to homes and businesses from Wentworth
to Gage, between the Escarpment and the CN tracks north of Barton.
•
To place an ad in the Sherman Hub News, please send an email
to shermanhubnews.advertising@gmail.com.
•
If you would like to volunteer with the Hub News or contribute
content to the paper, please contact us at shermanhubnews@gmail.com.
We would love to have your help.
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Monday, December 4, 2017

Sherman Hub Community Group
Celebration - Meet your neighbours
and enjoy a yummy potluck!
Join in, meet your neighbours, make new friends, share some food and
conversation. Bring your choice of food – sweet or savoury. Plates, bowls,
beverages, napkins and cutlery are supplied.
Everyone is welcome – residents, guests, service providers, businesses,
community organizations, congregations, educators, and any others who would
like to enjoy a social evening with friends!
Child care is provided.
7:00 – 9:00 pm, Tim Hortons Field Community Room (Premium Entrance, 2nd
floor, Media Court Community Room. 64 Melrose Avenue North)
For up-to-date info on local happenings and events, visit the hub’s Facebook page
"The Sherman Hub".
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ARE YOU THROWING
THAT OUT?
BY T ERRY M OT E

Most of us have accumulated a lot
of “stuff” that we no longer need. Sure,
we use our blue boxes and compost
bins, reusable shopping bags and drink
bottles, but what about the furniture,
clothing, and home decor items that
seem to breed with abandon? Or the
electronics that become obsolete within
a year, or crashed without warning, or
met an untimely end, or perhaps the
random collection of unused items still
in the original packaging? I’ll confess
that I’ve hung onto a faux fur that
made me look like a yeti, a monkey
lamp that seemed like a good idea at
the time, and an ant farm that someone
gave me as a gift.
Maybe you drove over something by
accident, or a falling tree limb landed
on your patio furniture? Hard plastics,
like broken toys and lawn chairs, are
now recyclable for free at all of the city’s
Community Recycling Centres. You can
recycle electronics, monitors and TVs,
scrap metal, appliances, and household
hazardous waste (HHW). HHW
includes batteries, cell phones, CFL
(compact fluorescent light) bulbs, paint,
cleaners, oils, etc. All Community

Recycling Centres now have Product
Reuse Sheds where you can pick
up items like leftover paint, stains,
cleaners, etc. for free. Visit hamilton.
ca/waste for locations.
If you have a large item that is
beyond repair or reasonable use,
particularly those with fabric, arrange
for a bulk pickup of non metal, large
items (maximum of four per week)
by contacting the City of Hamilton,
905-546- CITY (2489), or by emailing
askcity@hamilton.ca. You can also
contact the City if you need to report
illegal dumping. To find out “what goes
where?” for recycling and disposal, visit
www.hamilton.ca/waste, and you can
even download the convenient app.
Toss your batteries and departed cell
phones in the recycle bins at Canadian
Tire, Lowe’s and Home Depot. Staples
will take your batteries (alkaline and
rechargeable), plus ink toner cartridges,
computers, phones, monitors, DVD
players, and televisions smaller than
30” (anything that will fit in a shopping
cart). Visit the company websites for a
detailed list. An online search will give
recycling and drop-off locations for

tires and
concrete.
We’ve
all had our
“what was
I thinking?”
moments.
Before tossing that
unwanted and
unloved item in the trash bag, or
storing in the basement/shed/closet,
consider giving back to the community.
Donate gently used clothing, furniture
and household items. So many people
have so little, and some have more
than they need. Erich’s Cupboard
takes clothing and non-perishable
food. Women’s shelters take women’s
clothing, furniture and purses. Good
Shepherd and Mission Services take
clothing and household items. St.
Vincent de Paul for furniture and
clothing, and schools and children’s
centres always need art and craft
supplies. Drop the books in a Little
Library, and research online donation
groups like Recycling Kindness. There’s
a place for everything.
On Facebook, check out BUNZ

Trading Zone Hamilton and Buds
Trading Zone Hamilton, with over
19,000 members combined. No cash,
just trade or give away. And they trade
everything – patio stones and pavers,
concrete blocks, bricks, garden and
outdoor furniture and supplies, stuff
for kids, books, all kinds of indoor
furniture, lamps, mirrors, paint, used
wood, large and small appliances,
services, fresh produce, doors and
windows (and the old ones make
great garden accessories), jewellery anything you can think of. If you need
something, post a request - someone
likely has it, and you may not need to
buy it new.
So, I gave my faux fur coat to a tall
and elegant friend who looked like a
movie star in it, and the monkey lamp
went to a single mom whose son loves
monkeys (that was thanks enough). I
can’t remember what we did with the
ant farm.

Terry Mote is a community volunteer,
dedicated recycler, mom, and nana.

Can You Be a Snow
Angel This Year?
BY R I KKI F RI T H

If you Google the definition of an
Angel, one definition that seems to
fit our volunteer Snow Angels is “a
person of exemplary conduct or virtue”.
Those who partake in volunteerism
are special indeed. Giving of oneself,
especially for a complete stranger, is the
greatest gift and often goes unnoticed
– as often happens with our volunteer
Snow Angels. Our Angels shovel snow
for some of the City’s most vulnerable
residents, and many go beyond that to
deliver excellence in customer service.
Last year, one of our youth Angels
happily took on a couple of clients
in her neighbourhood. Last fall she
noticed that the house she would be
shoveling for was in need of some lawn
maintenance, especially with regard to
the large amount of fallen leaves that
were lining the driveway and sidewalk.
This young woman took it upon herself
to rake the leaves prior to the snow
falling, going that extra mile to help a
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senior in need.
We have some volunteers who shovel
multiple houses in a day, figuring why
not? They had the time and the physical
ability to do so, and see it as a way of
keeping busy. Often, clients will wake
and see that their Snow Angels have
already cleared their walkways, allowing
safe passage for themselves and their
visitors. It gives our clients tremendous
comfort knowing they are safe and
taken care of, and they are incredibly
grateful for the support.

Calling all Snow Angels!
We are looking for volunteers in the
east end of Hamilton to help clear
snow for eligible seniors and persons
with disabilities. If you have the time
and physical ability to shovel snow, we
can match you with someone in your
neighbourhood that needs the support.

Volunteers are required to:
• Clear snow from the sidewalk and
provide an accessible path from
their door to the sidewalk
• Clear the windrow – the pile of
snow left behind at the foot of the
driveway after the snow plow clears
the road
• Clear the snow within 24 hours of a
minimum 3cm snowfall
Becoming a Snow Angel is a great
way for families and friends to spend
time together and for high school
students to obtain some community
service hours. Consider volunteering as
a pair, group or team which allows for
more flexibility while still maintaining
a strong level of client support.

Volunteers must be 14 or older, reliable,
and physically able to participate in
snow removal.
New Snow Angel volunteers will
receive winter wear courtesy of Mark’s,
including a warm winter hat, gloves and
thermal socks. Matched Snow Angel
volunteers will be invited to a volunteer
appreciation event in the spring as our
way of saying “thanks!”. Our Snow
Angel clients are incredibly grateful for
your support as it allows them and their
visitors safe passage to and from their
homes.
To register or for more information
on becoming a Snow Angel, visit www.
hamilton.ca/snowangels, call 905-5405711 or email NAS@hamilton.ca
Thank you for your consideration
and support!
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MAKING
SOUP
BY AS HL EY SKO R O B O H AC Z

Confession: I’m not very good at
cooking. My spouse prepares most of our
meals, and I specialize in savouring each
one of them. It’s not that I can’t cook - I
can make a fried egg or whip up some
pasta - it’s just that I don’t particularly
enjoy cooking, and when it comes to
making food for other people I’m usually
too worried about whether they will like
it or not to pay attention to things like
recipes or how high the heat is turned
up.

the coordinator during my years there,
was a master at making soup.
My approach to soup making is rarely
recipe-based. Sure, I’ll peruse a few
from my Soup Bible to get ideas now
and again, but what I really like to do
is go to the store and just start picking
ingredients. I start with the vegetables.
From there I figure out what my base is
going to be, what protein I’ll add, and
my favourite part - the flourishes. Curry
soups love being served with some sour

Over the years, making soup has become one
way that I express love to other people.
There is one exception to this rule:
soup.
I trace my love of making soup back
to my school days at Canada’s smallest
university, St Stephen’s University in
New Brunswick. With a population of
less than one hundred students, our
kitchen ran more like that of a large
family than a school cafeteria. Under the
supervision of our kitchen coordinator,
all students were assigned a cooking and
clean up schedule. And Carol, who was

cream or plain yogurt, maybe some
crunchy nuts added too. Of course,
goat’s cheese is another good standby for
pureed soups. Or it could just be some
fresh herbs and cracked pepper to pretty
up the presentation of a hearty vegetable
soup.
There have been a few disasters
along the way (especially when I was
discovering how much my blender
did not like working with hot liquids).
Don’t be fooled, I am absolutely an

amateur. But in general the end result
is usually better than I expected. There
is something about the blending of
ingredients, textures and flavours in a
soup that almost always surprises me.
Over the years, making soup has
become one way that I express love to
other people. Giving a pot of soup is
my way of saying “I’m thinking of you”
when a friend is struggling through a
rough patch, or my way of saying “I’m
just so excited!” when a new baby joins
a family. It’s also my way of showing
gratitude to the people who have been
there through my own rough patches,
the best non-verbal way I know to say
thank you. And when needed, it’s
become my apology.
There are moments living in

relationships that I make choices that
hurt the people I care most about. I
know we all do this. It’s not easy to
own up to my mistakes or the ways I’ve
chosen to think about myself without
regard for someone else. My instinct
when confronted with my actions is
usually to defend myself, isolate myself
or berate myself. It somehow feels
easier than acknowledging that the
relationship is important to me and that
I regret the choice I made. Making soup
for someone, sitting down to a meal
together, and living love through my
actions helps me move past self-criticism
and repair the damage that was caused.
It reminds me that I always have the
chance to choose love. And I love soup.

our community. Lifesaver Park, Powell
Park, Lucy Day Park, Myrtle Park,
and Prince of Wales school have all
seen speed humps installed and we
have more parks and schools planned
for next season. With school back in
session we’re encouraging all drivers to
please drive on main arterial roads, and
when driving through residential streets
to please drive carefully and watch for
children.
Our Proud to Be Ward 3
Community Grants are still open.
Our grant uses non-tax levy money to
provide grant funding for organizations
and neighbours who are making a
difference in our community. From
pollinators to murals, we are helping to
come together and support asset based
community projects in our community.
I encourage anyone who has not yet
inquired about our grant application to
contact my office at City Hall to find
out how your project can qualify.

We also took time on September
30 to remember a community member
who had a profound and positive
impact on our community. Grace
Campbell was devoted to making
our community a better place. A
hardworking volunteer, Grace left a
legacy of dedication and selflessness.
In memory of Grace, and her
volunteering with Beautiful Alleys, we
commemorated an alleyway in Grace’s
memory. Grace Campbell Lane can
be found at the corner of the laneway
bordered by Gibson, Chestnut, Barton
St E, and Cannon St E, near Grace’s
home. At the unveiling we were joined
by family, friends, and neighbours who
shared their memories of Grace.
Please don’t hesitate to contact our
City Hall Office if we can help with
any City services or questions. You can
reach me by calling 905-546-2702 or
emailing Matthew.Green@Hamilton.ca

WARD 3 UPDATE
BY MAT T HE W G RE E N

It has been a busy back to school
season in our community. As children
attend school, we’re proud that we
will be partnering with the Hamilton
Wentworth District School Board to
provide substantial investment in two
local schools that will revitalize two
playgrounds in need of repair.
Adelaide Hoodless Elementary
School and Memorial School will each
have $300,000 going toward playground
revitalization. Half of this funding will
be provided through Area Rating, and
half through the School Board. We’re
going to be going forward on these
programs as soon as possible, and we
expect the projects to be complete for
September 2018, when school opens
next year. With these investments we
are working hard to make Ward 3 a
safer, more vibrant community, full of
even more opportunities for all.
This fall we’ve installed speed humps
around parks and schools throughout
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TIPS FOR A
HEALTHIER
SEASON

Honesty - Still the
Best Policy

BY AN I TA V E RI G I N

With cold and flu season upon
us, there is no better time than the
present to start taking care of our
lymphatic system. The lymphatic system
is comprised of many vessels, tissues
and organs, which are all responsible
for carrying out a variety of functions.
These functions include transportation
of dietary fats, drainage of interstitial
fluids and immune response against
microbes such as viruses and bacteria,
as well as abnormal cells. In order to
enhance lymphatic functioning, daily
practice of the tips below will give
optimal results.
Dry Brushing

Luckily, our lymphatic system responds
well to massage due to the placement
of lymph nodes and vessels, which
are located just under the skin. When
selecting a brush, it is best to pick one
with natural fibers. The brush is meant
to be used on dry skin so it’s not the
best technique to use right after a bath
or shower. Starting with your feet and
legs, vigorously brush your skin in
a circular motion toward the heart.
Then move on to hands and arms. You
can do this for your back, neck and
shoulders as well. For the abdomen, it’s
best to use circular counter-clockwise
strokes.

BY JANE T RO B INSON

useful in improving our lymphatic
function, but can also help us to
decrease our stress. Find a comfortable
spot to lie down on your back. Place
your hands on your abdomen and
feel your hands move up with your
inhalation; you want to expand that
abdomen. Next, you will place your
hands on the sides of your torso;
also feel that expansion with your
inhalation. The third place you will
have your hand is to monitor just below
the little “notch” in the middle of your
collar bone. You want to be able to
lift your sternum. In exhalation, relax
the abdomen (diaphragm), side torso
and neck (Rattray and Ludwig, 2000).
This technique is not advisable for
individuals with long-term diabetes and
kidney disease (Fried, 1990).
Muscular contractions

There are a variety of ways to do this,
so you have to choose a way that works
best for you! One way is to incorporate
rebounding into your daily routine,
like on a mini trampoline. The act of
jumping helps to move our lymph more
efficiently through our vessels because
they contain one-way valves. If jumping
isn’t for you, walking can also get those
muscles moving and pumping that
lymph.
Give these tips a try for a healthier
and happier you!

Diaphragmatic Breathing

Diaphragmatic breathing is essentially
belly breathing. Most of us, especially
when under stress, tend to breathe
with our upper chest and neck muscles.
Diaphragmatic breathing is not only

Anita Verigin is a RMT at Freemotion
Therapy on Main Street E in Hamilton.

I am constantly amazed whenever
I go back to a store or service provider
to let them know I was not charged
for an item, or was under-charged. I
am met first with astonishment, and
then a gush of appreciation. Why is
that? Why should we be so surprised
when someone is being honest? Don’t
we want everyone to be honest with
us? It should be a given that people are
honest. Sadly, that does not seem to be
the case.
Being honest affects us in so many
positive ways, but to understand that,
let’s look at how being dishonest
affects us in negative ways. If you
are dishonest, your conscience
follows you and gnaws at you until
you ‘fess up. Even if you have no
conscience directing you, you
are constantly looking over your
shoulder, expecting to be exposed.
The consequences are often serious,
such as legal ramifications, lawsuits,
or even incarceration. Not a very
pleasant way to live life. If we are not
honest ourselves, we tend to mistrust
others, thinking they are ready to take
advantage of us as, we have done to
others. When we feel we cannot trust
anyone, it can lead to isolation and
loneliness. If you are not honest in
your dealings with others, you alienate
yourself from the world.
Businesses suffer when they are not
honest with their clients, and eventually
may even go out of business as word
gets out that they are not treating the
customer fairly, or are not standing
behind their product or service.

Regulatory bodies may withdraw
licensing, or stiff penalties may be
imposed. Our society suffers in many
ways when we cannot trust people,
businesses, governments, and so on.
Soon, cynicism sets in and we develop a
negative attitude about everything and
everyone around us. People often take
on the attitude of “I’ll do it to them
before they do it to me” or “I’ll treat
them the way they treat us”.
Being honest has the opposite effect.
We can sleep well at night, with no
worries of someone coming after us
because we have done them wrong. Our
hearts are tranquil knowing we treat
others fairly. This calmness is hugely
beneficial to our physical and mental
well-being, producing a sense of peace.
People trust us, and our reputations
flourish. On the job, a person who is
honest and can be trusted will be given
more and more responsibilities, and
will be rewarded accordingly.
Children are constantly watching
us and learning from us, and their
behaviour is molded by what they
observe. If we want our children
and grandchildren to grow up to be
upstanding citizens, we must be positive
role models and show them how they
should live their lives. Teaching them
positive values such as honesty will
help them to become pillars in our
communities – and keep them out of
trouble. Honesty truly is the best policy.
Janet Robinson is a retired counsellor and
workshop designer/facilitator

VO I C E O F YO U T H

Celebrities Are
Humans Too
BY LYN N WAT KI N S

I must admit that every time I see a celebrity I like
on TV or in the movies, I start fan-crushing. I’m pretty
sure I am not the only person who does this. When I
meet those celebrities, though, my viewpoint changes.
When I look at a celebrity, I see a human. A person
who has feelings, needs, wants, desires and dreams. A
person who wants to be treated equally, to be loved,
cared for, who wants privacy and respect. They want
honest, loyal friends who won’t turn their backs on
them.
They want people who aren’t in the spotlight to
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know that it’s not easy being famous.
Celebrities want what us fans take for
granted, and that is being able to go
out in public without being bothered,
stalked and followed by anyone. It
doesn’t matter who the person is,
celebrities should be able to leave their house and live
their lives just like the rest of us. So why is it so hard
to treat celebrities like humans?
I will never be part of the paparazzi or a
celebrity journalist newspaper, because some of the
photographers and writers who are assigned to do
columns or news stories on celebrities end up twisting
words around. They even make that celebrity look like
he or she is a bad person. I know for a fact that not all
celebrities are bad.

I want to be that person that celebrities can come
to and believe in enough to let me write, and not twist
words around and tell lies. Also, to let them know that
I won’t go crazy when I see them in person.
Looking back to when I was 16 or 17, I know I
would go crazy when I would see or meet a celebrity
that I like. Now I know that celebrities don’t like it
when any person bothers them. I know I wouldn’t like
that. Act normal and be cool to them, and chances
are maybe they will want to talk to you and want you
around.
Put yourself in your favourite celebrity’s shoes.
What would you do if you had a fan being crazy and
crushing on you? Would your life change? Would
some things you take for granted now be gone?
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SONGS FROM THE HARRRP

DANCE
YOUR
HEART OUT
BY D E B ST RI N G E R

Rainier Felixius has been hosting an energy filled
Dance Cardio Fitness© and Zumba outreach at
HARRRP for going on three years. He has built a
devoted following of passionately enthusiastic students
who give vivid testimonials to the healing power of his
class.
“I don’t see fitness as a physical exercise,” Rainier
beams, “many of my students, actually all of us, myself
included, face challenges in our lives. Hardships never
go away, every life has its own struggles, but I believe
that everything that happens to you has an underlying
reason. It’s important, I tell my students, to never ever
ever get discouraged.”

I’ve heard stories at HARRRP of his students
experiencing relief from the pain of their medical
conditions and I’m eager to hear more. “I’ve had
students who were told by doctors that they would
always feel sick, and they were so discouraged, but they
stayed with the class and persevered. You could see
their posture change and one lady told me it was the
first time she had felt beautiful in a long time”.
Rainier explains that he has always been dancing.
His mother, a fitness instructor in the Philippines,
often brought him with her to her classes. “I was
dancing and doing choreography from the time I was
two years old,” he tells me.

David
Christopherson, MP

Hamilton Centre

I am starting to catch the excitement he feels for the
transforming power of his work.
His class at HARRRP runs every Monday from
6:30-7:30 pm and all are welcome. “It’s important
to me to exemplify forgiveness, compassion and love
towards everyone and anyone. We are so diverse
and so unique in our society, and we should all be
unified to work towards a better future.” Rainier tells
me how he uses his classes to increase awareness of
the causes close to his heart and often fundraises for
the protection of wildlife, for disaster relief, and for
medical research. In fact, he is hosting a series of three
fundraisers for Red Cross Disaster relief this month,
at the local Century Fitness on Upper Wentworth. All
donations will be matched, tripling his contributions,
by a local insurance company. I seize the opportunity
to observe one of his classes at the gym, which is
undergoing a business transformation and which will
soon have a new name. Rainier’s students all rush to
meet him with a hug, and eagerly encourage me to join
the class. Everyone is having a great time as the gentle
stretching begins.
As the music intensifies, so do the dance moves.
It’s clear from the expressions on the dancers’ faces
that they have taken Rainier’s final message to heart:
“If someone tells you, that you can’t do something,
take it as a challenge and show them you can”.
More information about Dance Cardio Fitness©
and Zumba and other programs to change your life can
be found on HARRRP’s website at www.harrrp.com or
like the Facebook page for updates.

The Heating & Cooling Professionals Who CARE

22 Tisdale Street South
905-526-0770
Hamilton@davidchristopherson.ca
davidchristopherson.ca

Scott Duvall, MP
Hamilton Mountain
scottduvall.ndp.ca
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PIER 8 PARK: A LEGACY
IN THE MAKING?
BY CA N DY V EN N I N G

The city of Hamilton recently
proposed and voted on, a new 30m
wide ribbon of park space surrounding
the proposed ‘Pier 8’ development.
Designed for a multitude of uses, it
will connect people, shops, homes and
streets on one side to the waterfront
running along the other side.
In August and September, city
residents were asked to vote online and
in person.
I went to vote with friends at the
Lister Block during Supercrawl. City
staff were on hand with submission
forms, and encouraged people to
consider the entries on display to
choose a favourite. Easels were set up
to show big, colourful ‘renderings’ like
digital photos, each highlighting various
features.
Considering the lengthy list of usage
requirements (accessible, market space,
greenery, historic & cultural relevance,
tourism, etc.), size of the project and
the tight budget (under 7 million), the
collective creativity of the 6 designs was
very impressive.
One proposal had a barge for use
as a public swimming pool, one had
an interestingly irregular shoreline (as
opposed to a linear concrete edge) and

another had a splash pad with oversized
loungers and a huge cantilevered
viewing platform high over the water.
While other developments may grow
condo towers to look over the bay or be
near the water, Pier 8 may be the only

IT’S NOT TOO LATE.
START A
CONTINUING EDUCATION
COURSE THIS SUMMER.
In-class and online courses starting in July and August include:
•
•
•
•

Human Resource Management Studies
Adult Learning
CPR and First Aid
Ceramics

More courses are available. Visit mohawkcollege.ca/ce
Mohawk Alumni can enjoy a $50 rebate on one
Continuing Education course each semester in 2017.

AUG

8

Keep an eye out for our Continuing Education
Fall Catalogue in August.

new waterfront development we ever
get in the core. Our city has a massive
opportunity to build more than ‘just’ a
park, this a landmark, the creation of
a destination, a place to meet, to play,
to enjoy a simple walk or a big event
beside the beauty of a priceless natural
resource, our lake.
On September 23rd they revealed
the winning entry; 'Hammer City'
(Hopefully the name won't stick)
designed by ‘Forrec Ltd’, the same
large firm creating the new Gage Park
Greenhouses. Although I’m not thrilled
about every aspect of the winning
design, it’s not just about me, or just
you. I’m very glad a bold and flashy
design was chosen, something that has
potential to become many things for
locals and visitors but still incorporates
the quaintness of boardwalks, a
beach area, and the grandeur of giant
sculptural 'hulls' in corten steel. A
project this epic, broken into individual
parts, could never please every person
but perhaps taken as a whole we can
collectively move forward & support

this ambitious new creation.
Over the past 30 years an estimated
2 billion has gone into remediating the
harbor. Pier 8 construction is proposed
to start in spring of 2019, leaving no
time to get ‘cold feet’. The hardest
part may be sticking with the choice
we’ve made, not doubting ourselves,
and pushing for excellence without
cutting corners. Staying true & steady
to the completed vision could leave a
legacy that helps to differentiate and
positively define our city’s waterfront
for generations.
For more information on the Pier 8
Promenade Park project, please visit the
City of Hamilton website:
www.hamilton.ca/city-initiatives/
priority-projects/waterfrontredevelopment-west-harbour
Candy Venning is a Landscape Designer
with Venni Gardens, Hamilton resident,
and community contributor
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Why Hamiltonians Need to
Know About Electoral Reform
F IONA PA RASC A NDALO

Electoral reform at the federal level
is something that we hear about in
the news, but it is less often discussed
in relation to municipal elections.
Hamilton’s city council recently
rejected the idea of changing our local
voting system from “first-past-the-post”
(FPTP) to a ranked ballot, a system that
many believe creates more fair electoral
process. Council did not spend very
much time debating the topic, but
it is not an issue that Hamiltonians
should let slip away – the voting systems
we choose have direct impact on the
outcomes of our elections, and it’s
important to be aware of the alternative
systems available, and consider the
advantages (and disadvantages) of each.
Ranked balloting is a simple and
straightforward voting system that is
used all over the world; it is even used
by our federal parties to select party
leaders and will be used in London,
Ontario’s 2018 municipal election.
Here’s how it works: Voters rank
candidates on the ballot from most
preferred to least preferred (see Figure
1). Votes are then counted in rounds.
In the first round, all of the firstchoice votes are tallied. If none of the
candidates get more than 50% of the
votes in this round of counting, the
candidate who received the fewest firstplace votes is dropped from the list.
In the next round of counting, for
any ballot that lists the eliminated
candidate as the first-choice, that
voters’ second-choice candidate will
be counted instead. In this way, votes
for the eliminated candidate are
redistributed. If this results in one
candidate receiving more than 50% of
the votes, that person is determined to
be the winner (illustrated in Figure 2),
otherwise, the cycle is continued until
one candidate has 50% or more of the
votes.

FIGURE 2: RANKED BALLOTING, HOW IT WORKS

Advocates of ranked balloting
suggest that the voting system produces
election results that better reflect the
preferences of a majority of voters,
and the election of candidates that are
more closely aligned with the interests
and concerns citizens. Since the system

is able to consider a voter’s interest
beyond their first choice of candidate,
even if a voter’s first-choice is out of
the race, their ballot and preferences
still contribute to the outcome of the
election. This is an advantage over a
first-past-the-post system, where it is
often the case that the elected person
does not actually have support from a
lot of voters.
It’s easy to see this with an example.
Let’s imagine that we’re voting to
determine what type of fruit is best.
There are three options: oranges,
lemons, and bananas.
If oranges receive 25% of the votes,
lemons get 35%, and bananas have
40%, bananas will win in a first-pastthe-post system (see Figure 3). This
is the case despite the fact that the
majority of voters are citrus-supporters.
With two citrus fruits in the running,
the citrus votes are split, and a noncitrus fruit wins the election.
In a Ranked Ballot system (see
Figure 4), someone who felt strongly
about citrus would be able to rank
oranges or lemons first and second, and

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE BALLOT

then bananas third (they
would also have the option
of leaving bananas off the
ballot entirely). In our
example, the first round of
vote-counting would not
produce a winner since
none of the fruit received
more than 50% support.
Since oranges received
the least amount votes,
oranges are eliminated
from the list. Any first-place
votes for orange are then
redistributed according to
the voter’s second choice.
In our example, if everyone
who ranked oranges as
number 1, then ranked
lemons as number 2, the second round
of vote-counting would result in lemons
receiving 55% of the votes, and lemons
would win the election. The dominant
support for citrus fruit, whether it be
for lemon or orange, get reflected in
the election results.

FIGURE 3: VOTE DISTRIBUTION WITH FPTP

The fruit example demonstrates how
“Splitting the vote” occurs. As citrus
supporters prefer either oranges or
lemons, they split the support for citrus
and thus cause their preferred type of
fruit to lose the election. In a first-pastthe-post, winner-take-all voting
system, bananas and their
supporters receive an artificially
high (disproportionate)
amount of support and power.
Ranked Balloting is one way of
ensuring that many candidates
who represent similar issues do
not “split” votes for that issue,
causing the candidate on the
opposite side of the spectrum
to win, even when most voters
disagree with their platform.
The ranking of candidates
from most preferred to least
preferred is a more nuanced
way of linking the interests
and preferences of voters to
the outcome of an election. It
is suggested that overall, the issues that
matter to the most voters will be better
represented in ranked ballot elections,
resulting in a more representative
government.
Municipal elections in Hamilton
are well known for two things: 1) a large
number of candidates in races for an
open seat; and, 2) incumbents who are
rarely voted out. It is important that

Hamilton use a voting system where
the candidate that most represents the
political perspective of the majority of
voters wins the seat. Ranked balloting
does this by allowing voters to support
all candidates that adhere to their
political perspective, rather than voting
for a candidate who is most likely
to win against their least preferred
candidate.
By voting down ranked balloting,
council has stated its support for a
system that tends to allow for the
election of councillors that may only
have a minority of constituent support.
We should ask why they would vote
against a change which better represents
their ridings and the city at large by
ensuring the winner has majority
support.
To learn more about voting systems
and how you can get involved, please
visit www.123hamilton.ca

FIGURE 4: VOTE DISTRIBUTION WITH RANKED BALLOTING
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TELLING TALES:
NEW BOOKS FOR KIDS
BY J OA N N A W I L L I A MS

PHOTO BY TIM BERMINGHAM

Discover a new title and meet new
literary friends with the Telling Tales
Reading List. Whether the kids love
adventure, history, mysteries, or you’re
simply looking for a great book to
snuggle up and read together, this list
is sure to keep the kids captivated! It’s
a great collection of books that feature
a selection of award-winning Canadian
authors and illustrators.
There are books for kids of all ages –
from birth all the way up to teens – in
fact, many of these books are also
enjoyed by adults and grandparents
too. Here are some new titles that were
recently added to the list and were
launched at this year’s Telling Tales
Festival.
Goodnight, Hockey Fans
by Andrew Larsen

A young boy doesn't want to go to
bed. The hockey game is on! After his
parents have tucked him in and turned
out the light, he shines a flashlight on
his prized hockey possessions around
his room: the posters of his favorite
players, the pennant for his favorite
team, the puck. Then he decides to
listen to the game on his bedside radio,
which he places under his pillow.
Stolen Words
by Melanie Florence

The story of the beautiful relationship
between a little girl and her
grandfather. When she asks her
grandfather how to say something in
his language – Cree – he admits that
his language was stolen from him
when he was a boy. This sensitive and
warmly illustrated picture book explores
the intergenerational impact of the
residential school system that separated
young Indigenous children from their
families.
A Bedtime Yarn
by Nicola Winstanley

Like a well-worn, snuggly blanket,
this sweet bedtime story about a little
bear who's afraid of the dark, and his
mother's creative solution will warm
and comfort readers big and small.
PHOTO BY ALYSSA LAI
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Canada 123
by Paul Covello

Count your way across Canada. Paul
Covello's brilliantly bold artwork counts
up the things Canada loves best in this
board book for the very young.
Basketballogy
by Kevin Sylvester

Die-hard basketball fans and casual
spectators alike will want to get
their hands on this collection of
fascinating facts about the game. Lots
of humorous, colourful illustrations,
charts, and graphs make this ideal for
visual learners, while the short chapters
encourage browsing. A fun trivia quiz at
the end makes this book a slam dunk.
Added bonus: Read one of these books
with your class to win an author visit
to your school! Find out where authors
come up with story ideas, listen to
them read from their book, plus learn
tips from real writers and illustrators.
The Telling Tales School Contest
encourages students to work together
with their class for a chance to win an
author experience at their school.
Classes can choose a book from
the Telling Tales Reading List for
inspiration, then together create a
picture, collage, video, song, or poem
based on the theme: “Stories Take You
Anywhere”.
Three lucky schools will win a special
author visit by one of this year’s
amazing Telling Tales presenters. Visit
the Telling Tales website for all the
details: http://www.tellingtales.org/
school-contest/
See how stories take you anywhere. Pick
up one of these books from your local
library, or local book store. Check out
the entire reading list at http://www.
tellingtales.org/reading_list/
Joanna Williams is the Public Relations
Manager at Telling Tales.
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TELL THEM
FROM ME
BY AN T HON Y P E R R I

There has been a great deal of
coverage in the media lately about
concussions, and for good reason;
we now know that
concussions can have
serious and long-term
effects on how we process
information, on memory,
and on mental health.
While much of the
discussion on concussions
has been focused on
professional athletes,
especially football players,
it’s an important topic
for children and youth,
a group that, because of
their high activity level, is at greatest risk
of concussion. A Concussion Awareness
Day hosted by the Hamilton-Wentworth
Catholic District School Board on
September 15 set out to educate
students and staff about those risks,
and provide strategies to identify and
prevent concussions and other injuries
in the playground, classroom and sports
field. Our end goal is to cultivate a
culture of safety in our schools in which
students and staff are equipped with the
knowledge and skills to lead healthy,
active lives.
Another important component of
our Safe Schools philosophy is Mental
Health. On September 26 & 27, our
school-based Student Mental Health &
Addictions Leadership Teams attended
a Professional Development session to
explore data from three-year “Tell Them
From Me” school climate surveys and
from them, develop strategies to take
back to their schools. Led by Dr. Wendy
Craig, Scientific Co-chair of PREVNet,

Canada’s leading authority on bullying,
the sessions focused on building a
positive learning climate in which
students not only feel safe,
but ‘known.’ As Dr. Craig
noted, students achieve
better when they feel safe
at school. At St. Patrick
Catholic Elementary
School, a Health Action
Team (HAT) comprised of
the Public Health Nurse, a
team of teachers, students
and parent volunteers, has
already met to plan for
the school’s 3rd annual
spring Mental Wellbeing
Fair. The fair serves as a showcase
through which the HAT team shares its
activities and efforts of the past year to
help students, staff, and families deal
with stress, anxiety and frustrations.
These have been catalogued into five key
Mental Health strategies: to connect;
to take notice; to keep learning; to play
and be active; and to give. Examples of
the last – giving – can be found can be
found throughout our schools.
In response to Hurricane Irma,
students and staff at St. Ann Catholic
Elementary School undertook a Toonies
for Texas collection while students at St.
Brigid held a Harvest for the Hungry
Thanksgiving food drive.
These initiatives show that together,
we can do great things. In closing, I
extend a big thank you to our Catholic
students and teachers who make us
proud each and every day.
Anthony Perri is the HWCDSB Trustee for
Ward 3 & 4

INTERIOR DECORATING

Hamilton’s
Hidden Gems
BY CARO L FINE S

Aren’t we lucky! Hamilton offers
hundreds of hidden gems when it
comes to planning a renovation,
updating a room, or finding that one
individual and rare piece that makes
you SMILE. Yes, your Hamilton is full
of neat little places to shop for design
ideas, furniture, accessories and fabrics.
Many are right around the corner. As a
decorator, I am fortunate to be able to
explore for treasures and these are some
of my favourite areas. Check them out!
Nebo Road and Rymal Road: if
you have not yet visited, you are in for
a treat. This area on “the mountain”
will open your eyes to a world of
consignment furniture, accessories,
lighting and tile stores. Looking to
paint existing furniture? Look no
further. There are shops that can guide
you and offer paints from a wide on-site
inventory. For that special gift, check
out the seasonal stores also found in
the area.
Ottawa Street is one street that you
can definitely spend hours exploring.
Wear comfortable shoes and enjoy!
Fabrics, fabrics and even more fabrics!
This is my “go to” area for textiles, with
amazing selection and great prices.
Friendly staff at the shops will help you
choose the right fabric for your special
project from a huge selection of current
styles. Need a sample? They will all
accommodate, some at no charge and

others for a nominal fee. If you need
help, they can usually assist in arranging
someone to sew your bedding, curtains
or even pillows. You will also find
everything from accessories, buttons
and zippers to patterns and thread.
Adding a splash of colour is a great first
step to stimulate you to re-decorate your
home.
Looking for high quality modern
furniture, lighting or custom carpets?
Are antiques or art deco more your
style? There are dozens of neat shops in
the Ottawa Street area to stimulate your
interest. Don’t see what you are looking
for? You never know what you will find,
and I assure you, it will find you! Some
stores specialize in retro, vinyl and teak
furniture and accessories. Keep an eye
out for movie props. I purchased a
solid brass fireplace screen and a few
months later, saw it in a movie we were
watching. Fun, fun, fun!
Yes, these are some of my favourites
and I do hope you get a chance to check
them out. You will love them!
Carol Fines is a Sherman Hub
Resident and the owner of CarolCan,
Decorwithcents

Tips to Avoid Holiday Overeating
BY J UST I N D ’ O L I MP I O

Holiday feasts are just amazing.
It's not just the abundance of
delicious food but also the people, the
decorations, and the ambiance. It is way
too easy (and common) to indulge on
those days. But it doesn't always stop
there - sometimes we overeat on regular
days, or at regular meals. Or all the
time.
Here are some tips to avoid
overeating at meals. Turn these into
habits, and ditch the willpower.
Tip #1: Start with some water

When your stomach is growling and
you smell amazingly delicious food, it's
too easy to fill a plate (or grab some
samples with your bare hands) and dive
into the food.
But did you know that it's possible
to sometimes confuse the feeling

of thirst with that of hunger? Your
stomach may actually be craving a big
glass of water rather than a feast.
Some studies have shown that
drinking a glass or two of water before
a meal can help reduce the amount of
food eaten. And this super-simple tip
may even help with weight loss (...just
sayin').
Not only will the water start to fill
up your stomach before you get to
the buffet, leaving less room for the
feast but drinking enough water has
been shown to slightly increase your
metabolism. Win-win!
Tip #2: Try eating “mindfully”

You've probably heard of mindfulness,
but have you applied that to your eating
habits? This can totally help you avoid
overeating, as well as having the added

bonus of helping your digestion. Just
as being mindful when you meditate
helps to focus your attention on your
breathing, being mindful when you eat
helps to focus your attention on your
meal.
Do this by taking smaller bites,
eating more slowly, chewing more
thoroughly, and savouring every
mouthful. Notice and appreciate the
smell, taste and texture. Breathe. This
can help prevent overeating because
eating slower often means eating less.
When you eat quickly, you can easily
overeat because it takes about 20
minutes for your brain to know that
your stomach is full. So, take your time,
pay attention to your food and enjoy
every bite.
Bonus points: Eat at a table (not in
front of the screen), off of a small plate,
and put your fork down between bites.

Tip #3: Start with the salad

You may be yearning for that rich,
creamy main dish, but don't start there.
Don't worry, you can have some… just
after you've eaten your salad. Veggies
are a great way to start any meal because
they're full of vitamins, minerals,
antioxidants, and health-promoting
phytochemicals. They also have some
secret satiety weapons: fibre and water.
Fibre and water are known to help
make you feel fuller, and these secret
weapons are great to have on your side
when you're about to indulge in a large
meal. Enjoy your holidays!
Justin D’Olimpio is the owner/coach of
Just Train Fitness
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MAX AND EIHAB’S PARTIALLY
ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
TO THE TOP TRENDING
CONTEMPORARY DINOSAURS THEY IMAGINED WHILE
IN THE GARAGE LAST NIGHT
BY MAXW E L L SUT TO N AND E I H A B B O R A IE

Taxonomic Classification

SELFIE-SAURUS-REX

Like the extremely flexible neck of close relative T.
Rex (for different attack positions), the Selfiesaurus’
neck can maneuvre to obtain the optimal angle for
selfie-shots (usuallly slighlty down and to the side)

Kingdom
Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Genus
Species

Animalia
Chordata
Dinosauria
Teksavvischia
Hipstauria
Contemposaurus
*

Small forelimbs
contribute to
dependency on the
selfie-stick

Large brain aids in finding the perfect
light and perfect angle/body contortion

Although a close
relative of T. Rex - a
dinosaur widely
known to be one
of the biggest
meat eaters - the
Selfiesaurus is a
meat minimalist and
only consumes local,
organic, sustainable,
and ethically raised
meats (after posting
meal on instagram)

Trendsetter and influencer - known to wear plaid
and/or false-faded “vintage” band t-shirts
Individual members of this species tend to have many
facebook friends, but few dedicated followers

Can sprint up to 20 mph (32 kph), but
probably won’t. Prefers car or bike sharing
services

TRI-SOCI-ATOPS
NOT PICTURED:

SINGULARITYOSAURUS

Third horn
is actually a
GoPro Camera

Always connected
via 3 forms of
social media

Close relative of
the better-known
but nearly extinct
snapchat-atops

• Existed for years prior to our knoweldge of it
• Urges you to just keep watching the selfie-saurus-rex

MEMEDON

• Funniest and most viral of all the dinosaurs
• Fastest rate of reproduction

BRUNCH-O-SAURUS

• Primary diet consists of avocado toast and craft beer
• May still live at home

CONTRACTADACTYL
• Precariously employed
• Tends bar and/or serves coffee to supplement income
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High
incidence of
carpel tunnel
amongst
members of
the species

Species is known
for high numbers
of “friends”
but is unable to
recall any of their
phone numbers
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LOCAL
REAL
ESTATE

WORKING
FOR
CHANGE
BY B O B WO OD

The Hamilton Community Legal
Clinic (HCLC) provides legal advice,
referrals and representation. That’s
an important part of what we do,
but we are mandated to do more.
Specifically, community development
and law reform work. Our recent
Annual General Meeting provided
an opportunity to reflect on some
achievements on many issues important
to low income Hamiltonians. Here
are some highlights of changes we’ve
achieved and advocated for in the past
year.
The Hamilton Outreach Project
(HOP) serves clients with mental health
and/or addiction issues. HOP has
continued to expand, adding a Case
Coordinator and providing onsite legal
services at six different community
agencies. Feedback has confirmed
the importance of the communityembedded model for legal services.
HCLC was one of the first
organizations to produce its own
Reconciliation report. A Journey to
ReconciliAction provides a framework
for our decolonization process. We
continue to work with clinic partners
and the Social Justice Tribunals
to introduce Gladue briefs to the
adjudication process.

A HCLC program, the Hamilton
Roundtable for Poverty Reduction
(HRPR), launched a tax-filing awareness
initiative that supported 7,000
Hamilton families with information
and awareness on the value of filing
taxes to receive income supports and
entitlements. HRPR was awarded the
2017 Cities Reducing Poverty Award
for Leadership in Poverty Reduction for
“Stellar leadership in advancing poverty
reduction in…community”.
We stand up for French Language
Services. When a French-speaking
client was denied service in French
at the Landlord and Tenant Board,
we appealed to divisional court. A
new hearing (in French) was directed
and the Board’s cost award was
contradicted.
The Coalition of Residential Care
Facilities (RCF) Tenants has been
rejuvenated with the assistance of
Clinic staff. The group, which educates
RCF tenants about their rights and
responsibilities and advocates for
improved conditions, continues to meet
monthly.
We submitted briefs and/or
delegated at meetings on a number of
law reform issues. A partial list includes
briefs on the Fair Workplaces, Better

Jobs Act and delegations on police
carding, agricultural workers’ rights and
the City’s Poverty Reduction Plan.
Executive Director Hugh Tye
presented on the work of Ontario
community legal clinics at the
International Conference on Legal
Empowerment in Kharkiv, Ukraine in
October.
HCLC and partners have challenged
involuntary loss of housing due to
gentrification in Hamilton. The [Dis]
placement Project provided training on
housing law to community leaders. In
addition, the Clinic ran many group
education sessions for tenants impacted
by gentrification, i.e. landlord’s seeking
rent increases. For one empowered
tenant group, the outcome was a
successful application to reduce their
rents for lack of repair.
Finally, in December, the Clinic, the
Poverty Roundtable and others rallied
outside of City Hall calling for the
Housing Stability Fund to be topped
up. Council listened, and saved this
important program that helps lowincome people maintain their housing.
Bob Wood is a Community Worker at the
Hamilton Community Legal Clinic

POETRY
BY TA N YA BA I L E Y

#1
Canada's farm workers
Empathy is lost
Trafficked voice's cheap labour
Caribbean souls
legal servitude again
masked hope as freedom again
#2
Popular
Vampire legends
Culture vultures centre stage
disintegration

BY STEVE DEVISSER

Happy Holidays everyone! This
issue, we will talk about commission.
Real estate brokerages and
salespeople are paid a commission
when they successfully secure a
purchase or sale for their clients. People
are not always sure, though, who pays
what to whom or who decides how
much the commission amounts are, so
let’s have a look.
While variations on the following
breakdown can and do occur, for this
example we will consider the most
typical transaction: one real estate
brokerage (listing brokerage) represents
the seller, while another real estate
brokerage (buying brokerage) represents
the buyer.
In this instance, all commissions
are paid by the seller to the listing
brokerage through their lawyer after
the sale closes. The buyer does not
pay anyone a commission. The total
commission being paid by the seller is
negotiated and determined by the seller
and the listing salesperson when they
sign a listing agreement. They also agree
on how much commission the buying
brokerage will receive. All commissions
are paid out of the sale money after the
sale closes. Here’s what happens:
Listing Brokerage: receives the
total commission plus the HST from
the homeowner’s lawyer and sends
the buying brokerage their portion
according to the listing agreement.
Listing Salesperson: receives a portion
of the commission plus HST from the
listing brokerage according to his/her
contract with the listing brokerage.
Buying Brokerage (also known as the
Cooperating or Selling Brokerage):
receives its portion of the commission
plus the HST from the listing brokerage
according to the listing agreement.
Buying Salesperson: receives a portion
of the commission plus HST from the
buying brokerage according to his/her
contract with their brokerage.
All 4 parties must submit their
portion of the HST to the Ontario
Government and pay income tax
on their commision to the Canada
Revenue Agency.
Wishing all the best in all you do in
2018!
Steve Devisser is a Sherman Hub resident
and Realtor.

animal makeup bloody
not environmentalists
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(RE)IMAGINING THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
ACTION STRATEGY
TOGETHER
BY LORRA I N E VAL MADR I D

WHAT IS THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
ACTION STRATEGY?
Hamilton's Neighbourhood Action
Strategy (NAS) is a joint initiative
developed through a partnership
between the Hamilton Community
Foundation (HCF), the City of
Hamilton and the Best Start Network.
Together, these three organizations
fund the NAS and make up the
Steering Committee. The NAS is
focused on supporting residents in
11 neighbourhoods across the city to
improve their communities.

WHAT IS THE (RE)
IMAGINING NAS PROJECT?
Last year, the NAS turned five years
old and the steering committee felt
the time was right to reflect on and
review the concepts and principles
that guide the NAS's work. With
guidance from HCF and a team of
residents, Mel Walther and I have
been working on this review. Our
overarching goal is to consider
how the NAS can be more relevant
and effective for residents moving
forward. It's important to us that
residents be a part of shaping this
project, because we want to make
sure that what the NAS does makes
sense for the community. We are
listening carefully to residents'
feedback and ideas, and are doing
our best to adapt and learn along the
way.

specifically interested in residents’
ideas on how to improve the
organizational structure of the NAS,
and the "main ingredients" of the
NAS, such as small grants, planning
teams, neighbourhood action plans,
community developers, etc. There are
a number of ways you can participate.
We’ve been hosting a series of
Community Conversations in different
places around the city, and the next
one is on November 11. Details will be
made available on our website, www.
reimaginingnas.ca, closer to the date
of the workshop. We're also hoping
to host mini-workshops during
planning team meetings. You're also
welcome to arrange to meet with us
individually or in small groups!

HAMILTON PRENATAL
NUTRITION PROJECT
Are you pregnant? Join a free weekly group to learn about healthy eating,
prenatal care, breastfeeding, and caring for your baby. Prepare and enjoy a
snack. Talk with other moms, a Registered Nurse, and a Registered Dietitian.
Grocery gift cards and bus tickets provided. You must be pregnant to join,
and are welcome to stay until your baby is 6 months of age. You do not
need to register in advance. For more information, visit www.hamilton.ca/
PrenatalGroups, www.facebook.com/HealthyFamiliesHamilton or call Health
Connections at 905-546-3550.
Lindsay Zalot, MHSc, RD, Registered Dietitian and Public Health Nutritionist, City
of Hamilton

We hope you'll join us in one of
these ways to help (re)Imagine a
better NAS. To learn more, or get
in touch, please email research@
hamiltoncommunityfoundation.
ca, or visit our website at www.
reimaginingnas.ca.

HOW CAN PEOPLE
PARTICIPATE IN THE
PROJECT?
We are looking for resident input on
how to "makeover" the NAS. We're

MATTHEW GREEN
CITY COUNCIL | WARD 3

Working together for our community!
I am confident that as we continue to move Ward 3 together we will achieve our vision
for a safe, vibrant community that is full of opportunities for all.
I welcome you to contact me at City Hall so we can continue to serve together.
Email: Matthew.Green@hamilton.ca | Office: 905-546-2702
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Inclusion,
Acceptance, Support,
Community
BY H AYD E N M AG I NNI S

PFLAG Hamilton Wentworth, a
chapter of PFLAG CANADA, has
recently returned to Hamilton life;
it was re-established just a year ago.
It is a volunteer-run, non-religious
organization that provides support
meetings for LGBTQQIA2S
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, queer,
questioning, intersex, asexual,
and two-spirited) individuals,
their parents, families, friends,
and allies. In a safe and respectful
environment, meetings offer
opportunities to share experiences,
hear about the experiences of
others, and grow in understanding
of sexual and gender diversity.
Individuals or couples may wish
to raise issues they are facing, and
some may come just to listen. All
discussions are confidential and the
desire for anonymity respected.

We are
keenly
aware of the
concerns
and
problems
that
parents, families and friends
may face when someone close to
them emerges as a member of the
LGBTQ+ community - at any age.
Anxieties and a sense of isolation
may arise. PFLAG exists to help allay
those responses, to make it known
that others experience or have
experienced such reactions and have
overcome them, to provide support
in times of transition, and to offer
a sense of community. There are
parents who have successfully made
the transition and are, we hope,
willing to share their experiences

with others.
If the concerns of family and
friends are often pressing, still
greater can be the issues for those
‘coming out’. Although things have
greatly improved, thanks to the
creation of clubs and associations in
our high schools and universities,
the young may still feel hesitant
to tell those around them, fearing
isolation and rejection. They too can
look to PFLAG for support, and for
an understanding that they belong
to a larger community. Indeed,
generally accepted statistical models
place the proportion of LGBTQ+
individuals among the general
population at somewhere between
5-10%.
Most of us may think of ‘coming
out’ as exclusively an adolescent/
young adult phenomenon. That is
not true. It often happens that those
of middle, and occasionally senior,
years discover a sexual identity or
gender previously unrecognized
and thus transition, or wish to
transition, to an unfamiliar world.
This can also be true for newcomers

to Canada who are unfamiliar with
Canadian generosity and tolerance
- and their legal rights. All are
welcomed by PFLAG.
Our meetings often begin with a
speaker who provides information
and/or perspectives on issues of
interest. This is followed by general
discussion in which questions are
raised and experiences shared.
Depending on numbers, we often
devote the second hour to smaller
group discussions.
Our meetings are free, there is
no registration required, and we
welcome all ages and ethnicities.
Meetings happen the first
wednesday of every month, 7-9 PM
at First Unitarian, 170 Dundurn St.
South, in Hamilton.
Please join us. Let us make our
great Hamilton community even
greater by learning about each other
and offering a helping hand where
needed.
www.facebook.com/
PFLAGHamiltonWentworth
www.pflaghamiltonwentworth.ca/
wordpress/

Coach
Cervix
For women
50-74 years

For women
21-69 years

Colon
For men
and women
50-74 years

All you need is your health card
for your FREE appointment

SPECTRUM HAMILTON

To find out where you can find the coach visit:

Hamilton’s LGBTQ+ Handbook: Resources for
the Community, Families & Friends

Call: 905-975-4467 or 1-855-338-3131

CRISIS - SOCIAL - SUPPORT - FAITH SUPPORT HEALTH - RESOURCES

www.hnhbscreenforlife.ca/schedule

www.spectrumhamilton.ca
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RECREATION
REPORT
BY K EV I N EBE RT

Central Memorial
After School Open Gym
6-12 yrs - FREE
Mondays & Wednesdays 4:30-5:15 PM
Tuesdays & Thursdays 3:15-5 PM
FUN Night Drop in
6-12 yrs |Tuesdays – 5:30-7:30 PM

Come join us for games, crafts, and active gym play at
our centre.
Friday Night Teen Gym and Lounge
13-17yrs – 8-9:30 PM - FREE
Jingle Bell Brunch
Saturday, December 9 - 11AM-2PM
6-12 yrs
Cost: $10.71
Code: 184585

Join us for a holiday brunch, crafts & games while we
wait for a visit from a jolly special guest! Each child will
go home with a gift!
Powell Park Club House
Movie Night
Friday, November 10 and December 1 - FREE

Come and watch a movie on the big screen! There
will be free popcorn for your movie enjoyment.
Raffle tickets will be given out to win the movie at
the end of the night! Children 10 and under must be
accompanied by a parent/guardian 18+. Doors open at
5:30PM, movie starts at 6PM
Chillzone
10-17 yrs - FREE

Come visit our youth dedicated space! Wednesdays,
starting October 4 from 6-8:30 PM. Games, crafts, Wii,
and hang out space for youth ages 10-17yrs.
Norman Pinky Lewis
Drop and Shop
Thursday December 21

Drop off your children for a fun-filled 2 hours at
Norman Pinky Lewis. This time can be used to do that
last minute Christmas shopping, or to wrap some of
those presents. Children will participate in fun holiday
games, decorate cookies, and make a fun holiday
present to take home. Ages 3-5 & 6-12 years.
New Gym Programming

Come and check out our new open gym programs.
Different times for youth, teen and open gym available.
Gingerbread cookie decorating
December 14, 2017 – 6-8PM – 6-12 yrs.

Join us for a fun-filled night with cookie decorating
and holiday themed activities.

HUB
EVENTS
Hand of Craft Art Show
Friday, November 3, 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Cotton Factory
Step inside a huge art installation, made with panels
and fabric, honouring the unseen labour involved in
artistic creation.
cottonfactory.ca

Barton Art Party
Friday, November 3, 5:00 - 11:00 pm
Barton Street East, near Victoria
Art, music, food, and most of all, community!
Facebook Barton Art Party, Twitter @bartonart

Autumnal Community Celebration
Sunday, November 5, 5:00 PM
Lucy Day Park
An evening of hot apple cider, music and remembrance.
Bring your pumpkin and help light the way for autumn
and ancestors to arrive. Then follow the glow.
john@heretic.ca

Sherman Hub Community Group Meeting
Monday, November 6, 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Tim Hortons Field, Premium Entrance, 2nd floor, Media
Court Community Room. 64 Melrose Avenue North
Come out, meet your neighbours and learn about the
initiatives going on in the hub! Childcare provided.
Facebook "the Sherman Hub"

City School by Mohawk Community
Dinner
Wednesday, November 15, 5:30 - 7:30 pm
Mission Services
A thank you to the community, for their information
and support, from Mohawk College City School. Free
tickets at www.eventbrite.ca.
mohawkcollege.ca/cityschool

Shop the Cotton Factory
Saturday, November 18, 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Cotton Factory
View and purchase the work of the artists, designers,
photographers and makers that fill the buildings at 270
Sherman Avenue North! After so many of you inquired
with us wondering when the Cotton Factory would be
open to the public, we decided to make it a regular
thing. Add a fine piece of art to your dining room wall
or grab the perfect birthday gift for your friend.
cottonfactory.ca

Stuffed! Holiday Shopping Event

Tim Hortons Field

Saturday, November 25, 11:00 am - 6:00 pm
Collective Arts Brewery, 207 Burlington St.
New. Handmade. Experience packages. Gift
certificates. All local. All thoughtful.
stuffedhamilton.ca

ALL FREE Programs

Christmas Shopping on Ottawa Street

Cost: $6.80
Code: 184606

Come on out to Tim Hortons Field and check out
some of the amazing free programs that are offered in
our indoor space. Cardio dance, cardio dance family
(all ages), art expression (6-12 years), exploring sports
(3-5 years), sports blast (6-12 years), 30 minute fitness
classes and so much more. Enter through the premium
entrance at Melrose St N, free parking. Contact
905-546-2424 ext. 7136 for more details, or check
out the schedule at: https://www.hamilton.ca/parksrecreation/drop-in-recreation-programs/tim-hortonsfield
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Saturday, November 25, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Ottawa Street Shopping District
Get your Christmas on and find something special.
shopottawastreet.com

Delta United Craft and Vendor Fair
Saturday, December 2, 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Delta United Church
Get your shopping done! Lots of vendors, including
plants, jewellery, accessories, and garden items.

Handmade Hamilton Holiday Craft Show
and Sale
Saturday and Sunday, December 2 and 3, 11:00 am 5:00 pm
Staircase Cafe Theatre
Makers of jewellery, textile art, ceramics, accessories,
home decor and more. And have a bite to eat at the
cafe!
Facebook "Handmade Hamilton"

Candlelight Carol Service
Saturday, December 9, 6:00 PM
HARRRP, 705 Main St. East
Featuring the Steeltown Sympony
harrrp.com

Shop the Cotton Factory
Saturday, December 16, 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Cotton Factory
View and purchase the work of the artists, designers,
photographers and makers that fill the buildings at
270 Sherman Avenue North! After so many of you
inquired with us wondering when the Cotton Factory
would be open to the public, we decided to make it
cottonfactory.ca

Candlelight Carol Service
Saturday, December 16, 6:00 PM
HARRRP, 705 Main St. East
Featuring the Steeltown Sympony
harrrp.com

Creative Age Senior Program (CASP
Hamilton)
Every Thursday, 10:30 am - 3:00 pm
St. Anthony's Church Hall, 830 Barton St. E.
Music, art, games, group activities, theme days and
more. All denominations and cultures are welcome.
$13.50 fee includes lunch, coffee/tea, snacks, and
entertainment.
casphamilton@outlook.com, or call Paula 905-8697391, or Maria 905-745-7791

Monday, December 4, 2017

Sherman Hub Community
Group Celebration - Meet
your neighbours and enjoy
a yummy potluck!
Join in, meet your neighbours, make new friends,
share some food and conversation. Bring your choice
of food – sweet or savoury. Plates, bowls, beverages,
napkins and cutlery are supplied.
Everyone is welcome – residents, guests, service
providers, businesses, community organizations,
congregations, educators, and any others who would
like to enjoy a social evening with friends!
Child care is provided.
7:00 – 9:00 pm, Tim Hortons Field Community
Room (Premium Entrance, 2nd floor, Media Court
Community Room. 64 Melrose Avenue North)
Facebook “the Sherman Hub”

